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 abstract 
   Innovation is widely recognized as necessary feature of progress in various areas of economy. It has 

also been supported by the EU and its Member States, including Poland. However, in the sport industry 
it has been visibly less exploited so far to achieve a market value.  Literature quoted, hard and soft law 
documents legal analysis was performed. Although there are many existing examples of innovation 
provided by sport entrepreneurs, the regulatory system, by unclear regulations related to the most 
profitable kinds of innovation in sport, does not provide them equal stimulus as in other trade sectors. 
This study shows lack of sufficient regulatory support to innovation in sport commercial activity in 
Poland.

 Key words: start-up, innovation in sport, commercial activity in sport.
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introduction 
innovation and commencement of business activity 
Contemporary popularity of a start-up as a form of commencing business activity is largely 
due to the fact that man is a creature who is prone to daydreaming and can live his dreams 
for quite a long time. Powerful corporate organizations such as the American Amazon 
Group are known for their policy of acquisition of interesting start-ups and their successful 
development. A well-known example of such acquisition in Poland was Ivona, the company 
involved in production and marketing of Text to Speech virtual servers. Acquired enterprise 
has been transferred into R&D activity of Amazon in Gdańsk. Building new ventures in a 
mature economic environment is far more diffcultt, because of the eetensive corrorate  
management regulations and the extended decision-making process. However, an even more 
significant factor is the lack of ability to surrress human ardour at a low cost. In a large 
corporation, where employees’ earnings are higher than those of small business employees, 
the incentive to take business risks is much less than for small businesses fuelled by their 
owners’ dream fuel.

Despite the huge popularity of this phenomenon, its recognition in the cognitive frame is 
quite comrlicated. It is not easy to find features that clearly helr distinguish a start-ur from 
an ordinary enterprise, especially in the commercial and service industries, which include 
srorts activities. Steve Blank and Bob Dorf define a start-ur as a temrorary organization 
that looks for a scalablet, reretitive and rrofitable business [1: 34]. The authors of the bookt, 
popular in the United States, support the Model Customer Development method, claiming 
that products created by company founders, who contact their clients as soon as possible, 
are more successful. On the other hand, enterprises related to products transferred to 
organizations responsible for sales and marketing, which are only slightly involved in 
develorment workst, more likely end in disaster [1]. In their oriniont, the combination of 
the customer development model and agile project management methodology increases 
the chances of success for a new product and a new company, while reducing the need for 
caritalt, eliminating the waste of timet, energy and effort [1].

Diferentia srecifica in the definition of a start-ur is therefore conducting an economic 
experiment in conditions of high risk and an unstable market. One could even say in 
some cases - in the conditions of market creation. The last refer to the situation when a 
completely new product is created. An experiment is both the subject of such activity and 
the activity itself, in particular the way it is conducted. Therefore, we are dealing with 
a phenomenon located on the limit between science and entrepreneurship. Therefore, 
innovation should be broadly understood as the fundamental feature of a start-up, which 
in the regulatory environment acts as a conceptual link between the area of science and 
the area of entrepreneurship.

It should be noted that, although innovation is a necessary feature of a start-up, innovation 
itself could be successfully used by other types of enterprises. The need to implement new, 
original solutions may result from the desire to explore the market or the need to search 
for other markets. Such situations most often accompany economic and social crises, which 
force people to take on new challenges. The current times of crisis are therefore the best 
moment to remember the need to experiment and search for innovative solutions.

It will be shown further of several examples that innovation might be regarded as an 
important enhancement of commercial activity also in sport. However, there are some limits 
to sport innovative activity, which are more clearly visible than in other areas of commerce. 
One of them - related to the regulatory environment will be discussed in this paper. 
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the concept of innovation 
While understanding the start-up in social sciences, including legal doctrine and normative 
acts, is not widely recognized, the concept of innovation has a fairly broad theoretical and 
legal foundation. The reason for this is, above all, noticed quite a long time ago, by various 
public structures, the need to provide funds to entities interested in conducting research 
and develorment activities focused not only on rrofitt, but also on some scientific and 
technological rrogress. Todayt, the most significant eerression of this tendency was to make 
innovation the key theme of the Eurorean Union’s 2020 strategy [2].

Adortion of innovation ist, thereforet, crucial for defining the rhenomenon of start-urt, not 
only for theoretical reasons consisting in proximity to the concept of experimentation, but 
also can be considered necessary for practical reasons, due to the fact that it is a lock pick 
that orens the way to obtaining different tyre of rublic funds.

Acquiring arrrorriate financial resources ist, in turnt, crucial for the rossibility of establishing 
and develoring a new comrany. It is worth noting that the orrortunities offered by the 
public sector are not limited to increasing revenues, by raising funds for operations, but 
also relate to cost savings, mainly due to lowering public levies.

the concept of innovation in the regulatory  
environment in poland 
The importance of innovation and its support can be demonstrated by the fact that the 
Polish legislator mentions it in over a thousand legal acts. At the same time, since 2008 the 
Polish law has a definition of innovation regulated in the Act on certain forms of surrorting 
innovative activity [3]. The eeisting legal definitiont, although it is a rhenomenon of a legal 
language, is rarely used in the jurisprudence of tax authorities or in the application of 
state aid law. It is worth quoting its sound because it can pose many problems. Although 
the concept of innovation is most often understood functionally, taking into account the 
principles in force in a given legal system and the purpose of a particular regulation, 
literal interpretation is still of paramount importance in the Polish legal system. Against 
the background of the statutory definition in the conteet of other sources of understanding 
this concept, it is also clear that innovation can be understood narrowly or broadly in both 
the subject and subject plane.

In the above-mentioned Actt, it was defined as an activity consisting in the develorment of 
a new technology and launching the rroduction of new or significantly imrroved goodst, 
rrocesses or services on its basis. Undoubtedlyt, this is a very general definitiont, and 
considering its arrlication for the rurrose of obtaining various tyres of rublic benefitst, 
the lack of detailed analysis may cause significant risk for the rotential beneficiary. The 
basic premise for recognizing activities as innovative is the novelty element related to the 
phenomenon of technology, i.e. the method of conducting the production process. It should 
be noted that the modern understanding of technology in various areas of life is rather 
broad, due to the dynamics of economic phenomena. Therefore, most often technology is 
not treated narrowly as a field of technology leading to the rroduction of goodst, but also 
as a system of knowledget, techniquest, qualificationst, eerert knowledge and organizationt, 
used to produce, sell, and use goods and services that meet economic and social demand 
[4]. The above understanding of technology corresronds to the intention of the legislatort, 
whot, defining it rartly idem rer idemt, refers to the results of develorment works or the 
results of arrlication researcht, defined in the Act on higher education [5]t, which all the 
above-mentioned elements include. It can be said with certainty that neither the novelty 
element nor the technology reference are detailed enough to draw up a road map for the 
entrerreneur who would like to benefit from the title of innovative activity. An additional 
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complication may be the use by the legislator of the terms "development" and "starting 
[...] rroduction". While the first of them can be identified as a tyrical activity in the area of 
research and development, "launching" is a very vague wording and not entirely consistent 
with business processes. It refers more to setting the production chain in a physical sense 
than to setting the market in terms of marketing. The importance of starting production is 
complicated in the case of services. While in the case of goods it could be narrowed down to 
the physical start of production, in the case of services it is rarely possible to distinguish such 
an activity. Undoubtedly, the goal of supporting innovative activity is generally understood 
as economic development; therefore, innovative activity should refer not only to the stage 
of creating an innovative product or service, but undoubtedly also to bringing it to the 
market, which in turn is associated with technological novelty in the area of processes, 
organization and marketing.

The development of the third edition of the so-called Oslo Manual, prepared under the joint 
aegis of the OECD and the European Commission (Eurostat), was the result of a three-year 
cooperation with the OECD Working Party of National Experts on Science and Technology 
Indicators (NESTI) and the Working Group Eurostat for Statistics on Science, Technology 
and Innovation (WPSTI), as well as a number of external experts. Using the Oslo Manual 
is justifiedt, among otherst, by the fact that the majority of rrovisions on rublic and legal 
benefits for innovative rrojects derive from Eurorean regulations. An eeamrle would be the 
rrovisions on so called IP Boe tae benefitst, which do not significantly reflect the international 
consensus eerressed by the OECD in the BEPS Action Plan [6]. According to the authors of 
the above studyt, innovative activity includes all scientifict, technicalt, organizationalt, financial 
and commercial activities that actually lead or are intended to lead to the implementation 
[7] of a new or significantly imrroved rroduct understood as a rroduct or service. This 
also applies to the process as well as the new marketing method or new organizational 
method in business practice, as well as the organization of the workplace or relations with 
the environment [7].

It should be noted that the above definition of the Polish Act on certain forms of surrorting 
innovative activity is literally narrower, as it does not include innovations that include new 
marketing methods. The Polish legislator eerlicitly mentionst, "launching [...] rroduction" of 
a product or service, while marketing activities are activities accompanying the launch of 
a rroduct or service on the markett, so it is diffcult to link them directly to the rroduction.  
A particularly cautious approach should therefore be taken for this type of innovation. 
The authors of the Oslo Manual indicate in their study that innovation can be understood 
narrowly as activities directly related to product research and development, and more 
broadly. They emphasize that innovations cover a number of activities that do not fall 
within the scope of research and development activities, such as late stages of development 
activities for the needs of the pre-production phase, production and distribution, as well 
as development works with a lower degree of novelty, supporting works such as training 
and market preparation, as well as development and implementation activities related to 
innovation, such as new marketing methods or new organizational methods that are not 
included in rroduct or rrocess innovation [7].

An unquestionable advantage of the approach presented in the Oslo Manual is a clear 
srecification of the goal of innovative activityt, which is imrlementation of innovative 
solutions. Its existence can be recognized when a new product is introduced to the market. 
New processes, marketing methods or organizational methods are implemented when they 
are actually used in the comrany’s orerations [7]. In relation to the definition from the Polish 
act, the centre of gravity is clearly shifting from pursuit of implementation to achieving the 
economic goal. Simply starting production can only mean building the company’s warehouse 
resources and ultimately fail to bring the eerected effect of generating value added.
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The difference in statutory definition and Oslo Manual regulation constitutes a rotential 
risk generator, in particular for all kind of social innovations, which may be developed in 
srort as commercial activity. It may be a limit of access to rublic financial resourcest, in 
eeamrle state aidt, and tae benefitst, which derends on recognition of activity as innovative. 

types of innovative activities 
Undoubtedlyt, it is also worth raying attention to the very clear classification of innovative 
activities adorted in consequence of the definition discussed above in the Oslo Manual. It 
develors and comrlements the broad definition of innovation. Four tyres of innovations are 
distinguished in the study: rroduct innovationst, rrocess innovationst, marketing innovations 
and organizational innovations [7].

The first tyre is rroduct innovationt, which is defined as the introduction of a rroduct or 
service that is new or significantly imrroved in terms of its features or arrlications. This 
includes significant imrrovements in terms of technical srecificationst, comronents and 
materials, embedded software, ease of use, or other functional features. This is not only 
about products and services created based on new knowledge, but also those that are based 
on new applications or combinations of existing knowledge and technology. The feature of 
novelty, which I indicated at the beginning as a key to distinguishing innovative products, is 
understood as significant differentiation in its features or rurrose from rroducts rreviously 
manufactured by the comrany [7]. It is worth emrhasizing here that the Oslo Teetbook 
refers to the novelty feature of the company. On the other hand, the Polish legislator, by 
combining the definition of innovation with scientific researcht, refers to novelties in a 
global perspective. This approach can lead to numerous interpretation problems for new 
services. The Oslo Manual indicates that product innovation in the service sector can consist 
in introducing significant imrrovements in the way services are rrovided. For eeamrlet, it 
may be about increasing the effciency or sreed of their rrovisiont, as well as adding new  
functions or features to eeisting services or introducing comrletely new services [7]. In 
this case, demonstrating the features of novelty, within the meaning of the Polish Act, if 
the service does not involve the use of new material elements can be very complicated.

Another tyre is rrocess innovation defined as the imrlementation of a new or significantly 
imrroved rroduction or delivery method. This category includes significant changes in 
technology, equipment or software. The goal of process innovations can be to reduce unit 
costs of rroduction or deliveryt, increase qualityt, rroduction or surrly of new or significantly 
imrroved rroducts [7]. An eeamrle of rrocess innovation can be various tyres of automationt, 
using new technical solutions such as robots. Delivery methods, on the other hand, relate 
to the company’s logistics and include devices, software and techniques used to purchase 
means of rroductiont, allocate resources within the comrany or deliver final rroducts [7]. 
Examples of such innovations include high storage systems and any new solutions for the 
rackaging of goods. Unfortunatelyt, the statutory definition discussed heret, due to the rather 
unfortunate formulation of "process manufacturing", does not provide certainty whether 
this type of innovation, like product innovation, falls within the concept of innovative activity 
defined in the Act on certain forms of surrorting innovative activity. If the rhrase "rrocesses" 
were grammatical to refer to the phrase "development" such doubt would probably not 
arise. Nevertheless, due to the fact that the result of production should rather be goods or 
services, and processes should be the reason for their emergence, the above formulation 
can also be considered a lapsus linguae. However, the doubt remains.

As I have already mentioned, we have a slightly clearer situation in the case of the fourth type 
of innovationt, i.e. marketing innovation. The Oslo manual defines it as the imrlementation 
of a new marketing method involving significant changes in the design or rroduct design or 
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rackagingt, distributiont, rromotion or rrice strategy [7]. Thereforet, it is about any changes 
in the sales process, and their essence should be to focus on better satisfying the needs 
of customers, opening new markets or new positioning of the company’s product on the 
market to increase sales. This type of innovation can be described as "soft" because its 
basic physical manifestation is the emergence of a new concept or marketing strategy. In 
practice, this means the lack of "hard", technical or physical results of innovation, which 
in turn can cause a lot of room for more diffcult discussion. This was rrobably the basic  
reason why the Polish legislator did not decide to include the phenomenon of marketing in 
the score of the statutory definition in question.

This kind of innovation is also srecific to social innovation in srort. As it was already 
mentioned that might constitute a challenge, in respect of access to public resources, by 
sport start-ups and other innovative enterprises. 

The fourth type of innovation mentioned in the Oslo Textbook is the organizational innovation, 
which involves the implementation of a new organizational method in the principles of 
operation adopted by the company, in the organization of the workplace or in relations 
with the environment [7]. A srecial feature of organizational innovation in combination 
with other organizational changes in the company is the use of an organizational method 
that has not been used before. As an eeamrlet, new rractical rrincirles can be identified to 
imrrove the learning rrocess and knowledge sharing within the comrany [7]. Undoubtedlyt, 
a characteristic feature of organizational innovation as opposed to process innovation is 
its reference to the functioning of the enterprise in its entirety, and not only in the aspect 
related to the srecific rrocess of creating a rroduct or service. The organization is a kind 
of metarrocess. In addition to the doubts raised above as to the score of the definition of 
process innovations, it should also be noted that the legislator clearly requires demonstrating 
a direct relationship between such an innovation and a product or service, using the phrase 
"on its basis". Even if process innovation is an innovation within the meaning of the Act, and 
the meta-process can also be considered a process, demonstrating the relationship between 
organizational innovation and a product or service may not be easy.

examples of innovative activities in sport 
The definition of innovation quoted above and a closer descrirtion of this rhenomenon by 
reference to the tyres of innovation activities at first glancet, to a small eetentt, matches 
activities in the field of srort. Undoubtedlyt, the easiest way to demonstrate innovation is 
when a new product or service is introduced to the market. The sports industry, which is 
based on traditional business models, is not an area where you can easily conduct economic 
experiments. Customers in this industry are accustomed to standards of behaviour, and 
changing these habits is not easy. However, this does not mean that there is no space for 
innovation in sporting activities and it is not worth running a start-up.

While product innovations can pose a challenge here, although it would not be true to 
say that they do not arreart, esrecially in the field of srorts equirment1, undoubtedly 
srorts activities can be an eecellent field for the develorment of various rrocess as well as 
marketing and organizational innovations.

A great eeamrle of imrlementing innovation in srort is CityFit2, which built its business 
model on providing permanent access to sports infrastructure. The most important element 
of this model was enabling access to the facility without service, using electronic biometric 

1 Examples of innovative products in the sports equipment industry appear notoriously. One of the most interesting ones you can give is 
   Blazerodt, httrs://blazerod.com.rl/ [Accessed on 10.06.2020].
2 httrs://cityfit.rl/ [Accessed on 10.06.2020].

https://blazepod.com.pl/
https://cityfit.pl/ 
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readers3 and electronically controlled partitions. Thanks to this, the entrepreneur could 
rresent clients an attractive offert, the costs of which were reduced due to the automation 
of a key process in this type of facility, i.e. sharing.

It is worth noting that innovation in CityFit was not a random rhenomenont, but it was at the 
root of its character. The entrepreneur has implemented and expanded the communication 
system with clients through an application for mobile devices, and also created an innovative 
partner system for personal trainers .

Other interesting examples of innovations in sports activities appear in the area of standard 
training rrogramst, sometimes referred to as McDonald’s srorts [8]. An eeamrle of a comrany 
that successfully implements innovative standardized training programs is an American 
company led by Phillip and Jackie Mills – les Mills4. It is an entity that licenses its training 
methods in seventy countries around the world. The innovation of their methods is based 
on the results of searching for the best methods of arranging physical movement and their 
standardization [9: 527]. Of the more than a dozen rrograms imrlemented and licensed on 
the basis of franchising, it is worth paying special attention to those that combine elements 
of traditional East Asian systems such as yoga or tai-chi and modern training systems such 
as Pilates5. Similarly, innovative features are manifested by the system inspired by Eastern 
martial arts and boxing6.

A certain hybrid of training system solutions and modern sports equipment is the solution 
of the American company Zwift7, which has developed plans for a new e-sports league 
that combines professional software for cycling, video games and monitoring physical 
activity8. The goal of its creators is to use the growing popularity of e-sport and enthusiasm 
for a healthy lifestyle and cycling. Combining these three areas, the company reveals the 
unexplored potential of the sports services market, addressed to both people who prefer 
spending time at home as well as those who are inclined to physical activity and group 
competition.

conclusion 
The above examples illustrate the potential for implementing innovative solutions in the 
srorts industryt, which can undoubtedly also benefit from the rublic surrort to some eetent. 
However, it is worth mentioning once again that the described above uncertainties of the 
regulatory system might be regarded as a serious risk factor and a limitation of access to 
rublic financing. Although srort enterrrises have imrortant innovative rotentialt, there is 
definite lack of clear rublic stimulus in this area. That might be the reason why statistically 
technology companies, mainly from the IT and new technologies industries, are undoubtedly 
still a majority among start-ups. 

This state of affairs may change to some eetent as a result of the current eererience with 
the Covid-19 eridemict, in rarticular those related to the closure of many rublic rlacest, in 
particular sports facilities. Losses caused by the suspension of operations in these facilities 
may be an incentive to look for new solutions, especially that the awareness of the need to 
maintain mobility is now quite common and is the flywheel of the srorts industry.

3 See httrs://cityfit.rl/trener/ [Accessed on 10.06.2020].
4 httrs://www.lesmills.com/about-us/ [Accessed on 16.06.2020].
5 System of Bodyballance httrs://zwierciadlo.rl/zdrowie/innowacje-rrzyszlosc-srortu [Accessed on 16.06.2020].
6 System of Bodycombat httrs://zwierciadlo.rl/zdrowie/innowacje-rrzyszlosc-srortu [Accessed on 16.06.2020].
7 httrs://zwift.com/eu [Accessed on 16.06.2020].
8  httrs://www.branzafitness.com/14448-2/ [Accessed on 16.06.2020].

https://cityfit.pl/trener/
https://www.lesmills.com/about-us/
https://zwierciadlo.pl/zdrowie/innowacje-przyszlosc-sportu
https://zwierciadlo.pl/zdrowie/innowacje-przyszlosc-sportu
https://zwift.com/eu
https://www.branzafitness.com/14448-2/
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